Iris pigment epithelial cells: a possible cell source for the future treatment of neurodegenerative diseases.
For the treatment of neurodegenerative disorders such as Parkinson's disease cell or gene therapeutical options are increasingly verified. For such approaches, neural stem cells or astrocytes are discussed as possible cell candidates. As also fetal retinal pigment epithelial cells have been successfully tested for such therapeutical options, we investigated the potential of iris pigment epithelial cells as an autologous source for future cell replacement therapies. Using the ELISA technique, we looked for the secretion of neurotrophic factors under basal and stimulated conditions by iris pigment epithelial cells (IPE) cells and compared them with the secretion of retinal pigment epithelial cells (RPE) cells. As iron plays a causative role in cell death during Parkinson's disease, the iron-binding capacity by IPE cells was investigated. Furthermore, we checked the integrative capacity of IPE cells after transplantation into the striatum of adult rats. Our data reveal that IPE cells produce and secrete a variety of neurotrophic factors which can be stimulated after treatment with cytokines. Following transplantation, the cells can be easily detected by their pigmentation, survive for at least 8 weeks and as shown by electron microscopy integrate within the host tissue. Moreover, cells can be transduced with high efficiency using a third generation adenoviral vector, making them promising vehicles to locally deliver therapeutic proteins for the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases in a combined cell and gene therapeutical approach.